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FVALUATION? SUPERVISION? CONTINUOUS JOB 
AND TOY MOT PEPIODICAL 

REHIRING? 

Preamble 

For -orofessors .in both the public and private collepes, 
evaluation is one of the rr.ajor questions at stake in the corning 
round of negotiations. Certain parts of the following text, vhich 
vas conceived of and vritten above all with college professors in 
mind, also apply word for word to other salaried groups belonging 
to F.N.E.Q., whereas others, in particular the section on the or-
ganization of teaching, are of little bearing on the kind of situ-
ations in which secondary school teachers and university professors 
find themselves. 

Nevertheless, the basic problems are the same for everyone, 
and all groups stand to gain from reading this document and adap-
ting it to their specific circumstances. 

This is why the Bureau federal, at its last meeting on Decem-
ber 21, 1978, decided to submit it as an official document for con-
sideration by the local general assemblies so that a decision can 
be reached durinc the spring '79 Conseil federal. 

The teachers ' unions in the Cegeps are more and m.ore urgently 
confronted with the difficult (and sometimes insidious) qiiestion of 
evaluation. This is also true at other levels of the education sys-
tem, and though the form may vary, the implications rémain the sajne. 

This is not the first time that evaluation has becom.e an issue: 
the evaluation file has been on Government and administration desks 
for some time, and they open it again from, time to time when they 
see fit. In Duplessis' tim.e, we had the school inspectors. There were 
the professional development programs for professors in the Techno-
logy Institutes. The problem arose againwhen professors were being 
integrated into the Cegeps. Then came the base programs and accom-
panying operationalization manuals in the elementary and secondar7,r 
schools, then PFRFOPK/, CAP^E, and institutional analysis... By one 
means or another, teachers' unions have thus far succeeded in hold-
ine the Crovernment and the administrations in check. Nov the issue 
has come UP in the colleges. 

The problem has gone beyond the departmental assemblies and is 
nov beins raised in union assemblies, not only because of its con-
tractual implications, but also because it involves .iudp-ements aronp 
professors and therefore challenges our sense of solidarity. "Tie issue 
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is a cor"lex one, and coiad become dan,?erously divisive if ve don't 
collectively onen a broad debate to pinpoint vhat is at sta>.e and 
arrive at a comon union nosition. 

Partial Ansvers to Partial Probler.s 

UT) until now, our menbers, the departmental assemblies, and 
even the unions themselves have had to deal with this problem in 
isolation. It is hardly surprising that some of the resulting^posi-
tions should be divergent or even contradictory. This is why it is 
so important to worl- collectively to pool our experiences and learn 
from our strupples and errors in order to come up with a position 
th8.t is consistent with our union objectives, practice and interests. 

Our first tasl̂  is to understand the issue in terms of its ma.jor 
elements, fully asses their meaning, and imnlica-tions, and put aside 
the false arguments that obscure the real intentions underlyin? 
the present evaluation camnaipn. 

Our An-Qroach 

defenders of evaluation contend that it is a pood way to guar-
antee the "quality of education". Ultimately, the ouestion we must 
answer is this: Is the professor the determinant factor in "quality 
education", given the way teaching is organized? From there we can 
ask whether or not the evaluation of professors can change what is 
taught and how. Last but not least, we r.ust explore the possibility 
that what is being sought is in fact the adaptation of the teacher 
to what is to be taught as planned and organized by the educational 
institutions themselves. 

IvTien we realize how broad the scope of the problems related to 
evaluation is, we can see that the C.S.N.'s campaip for the^right to 
work is far from meaningless for teachers. As a first step in get-
ting at these problems, it would be useful to understand why evalu-
ation is becoming an issue at this particular time, and why this is 
ta-kine place in the Cegeps (and, incidentally, in the private colleges) 

TTie option we will collectively choose is of the utmost impor-
tance not only for the way our unions will operate and our rela.-
tions with the administrations, but also for our relations with 
students, other workers, and among ourselves: this whole question 
reouires us to take a stand and to assume only that degree of res-
ponsibility that corresponds to our independent role in the present 
work situation (which is organized and managed by others with little 
•union say). 

"Tie Tînions: Off to a Slow Start 

Fven in the colleges, the evaluation question has been around 
for some tim.e, but only in an embryonic and sporadic way. Most of 
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the unions rireferred not to izet involved, leaving the depart-
ments vith a -Drofclerr! considered "too exT̂ losive'" for' the peneral 
assemblies, especially because many teachers a.r;2;ued and continue 
to ar/îue that the issue is sui academic one rather than a matter 
for the unions. This laissez-faire attitude vas more a sign of 
hesitation or indifference than a real stand. 

As incidents became more numerous and the contractual implica-
tions m.ore obvious (refusal to grant tenure, non rehiring, and even 
firings), evaluation started to be seen as a problem. The colleges 
insisted more on talking about evaluation and developing an evalu-
ation riolicy. Pometimes it was in Academic Council, sometimes in 
Board meetings, som.etim.es in this or that department. There vas more 
talk of it in union assemblies. There vere disagreements, heated 
debates, a hardening of nositions - in short, confusion. Finally, 
the matter vas formally raised in some colleges. V,'hen the Board 
sought to impose the principle and implement a policy vith its cri-
teria and mechanism.s, teachers vere forced to ask themselves vhether 
or not they agreed vith evaluation, vho vould do the evaluating, vhat 
vould be evaluated, on vhat basis, and to vhat ends. 

Union reactions differed, defending on vhether the question vas 
posed "in princinle", in the case of an individual professor, or for 
a vhole category of professors. In some cases, evaluation vas accepted 
piecemeal on a trial or exceptional basis. In others there vhere 
attemrits to keep evaluation vithin certain bounds by adopting rules 
orienting it tovard given objectives related in most instances to 
professional development. Elsevhere there vere skirmishs betveen the 
union and the college - the reaction vas m.ore vigorous because there 
vere specific "cases" involving individual teachers. 

So evaluation has started to raise its head on all sides. The 
Conseil supérieur de l'éducation has jumped on the bandvagon in the 
controversy over philosophy courses. C.ADPE has gone ahead vith its 
research and publications on institutional analysis ("S'évaluer pour 
évoluer" - evaluation: a key to evolution). Politicians have started 
clamoring for "Order in the Cegeps". Jacques-Yvan Morin has reouested 
and succeeded in getting an inquiry into teaching at Limoilou. Parents 
and colleges (cf. >'ontmorency) have started circulating Questionnaires 
to evaluate professors. Departments are setting up systems of evaluation 
for untenured professors. The College de Joliette required its depart-
ments to carry out an evaluation of their nev professors without vhich 
the latter cannot acquire tenure. The conflict is nov out in the open. 
In Joliette, there has been a five-veek strike, and little by little 
ve learn that evaluations are being carried out practically everyvhere, 
in a more or less organized fashion, more or less at the instigation of 
the colleges, or m.ore or less supported by the departmental assem.blies. 
We ha.ve also seen students acting as mouthpieces for their parents 
in demanding good courses that prepare them to be good vorkers in a 
position to secure good jobs vith p̂ ood salaries from, good bosses. Then, 
of course, there is the VJhite Paper vhich really outdoes itself in its 
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fev napes on teacher evaluation and professional development (after 
talkinp: about hiring and poing into some detail on philosophy courses 
and student rights). Surprisingly enough, A.N.E.O. ("Association 
nationale des étudiants du Ouébec" - the Quebec National Student 
/Association) has also lent its support to a teacher evaluation policy 
.... nore on that later. Presently there is a conflict at the college 
in Sept-Iles, the suspension of a new philosophy professor in St-Jean, 
etc. - and how nany others have had to knuckle under without resistance? 

No one is in a position to give a precise picture of all of the 
evaluation activities that are presently going on. But that doesn't 
prevent us from getting a fairly clear idea of the -oossible implica-
tions of evaluation, nor from realizing what kind of collective 
strength we will need to score a decisive victory cn this issue. 

^t any rate, it is obvious that the Ministry of Education (^^Q) 
and the local administrations have already chalked up a few points in 
their favor. We are goine into contract negotiations, and if we don't 
turn'the tables, we will be introducing a form of continuous teaching 
staff review - an irrenarable breach in our job security mechanisms 
(via a reserve nool of untenured professors whose contracts could be 
terminated as the administrations see fit). This is without considering 
the new source of division we would be accepting, because evaluation 
means that we would become each other's judges. Do we want to end UT) 
with the kind of merit system of nrom-otion that ]3e Belleval has im-oosed 
on the "orovincial civil service with Bill 50? 

Evaluation and the Organization of Teaching 

Teacher evaluation remains difficult and complex, in part because 
of the sustained propaganda surrounding it, and in part because we have 
been trained to believe that we bear m.ost of the responsibility for the 
quality of the "educational product". To this must be added the fact 
that we work directly with real human beings, and that we seem to en.ioy 
a great deal of autonomy in carrying out our duties. Is such a picture 
accurate and comprehensive? vThy do some people think that evaluation is 
necessary? For whom îs it necessary? Can teacher evaluation really do 
anything to improve what is so often referred to as the quality of 
education? 

T^t's begin by putting the whole question into context and then 
determining where teachers fit into the organization of their work. 

The sunnorteis of evaluation, be they professors or the "EO, e.nd its 
local administrators, see evaluation as being directly related to the 
"ouality of education". They say that the evaluation of a -orofessor will 
give a clear indication of the level of quality of what he or she is 
teaching (.iust as the evaluation of the institution would guarantee 
the value ô "̂ the diplomas it grants, according to one '̂Hiite Paper recom-
mendation). 'Hiat way of looking at the issue gives the distinct impres-
sion that the teacher is the central, determining factor in guaranteeing 
t^e "Quality" of what is taught. V/here, one might ask, have the cor.rse 
•nrorrams and the pre-established objectives gone? What of the socio-
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economic and political context? Is the naterial organization of 
teaching not even worth inentioning? 

To he able to pet a correct view of teacher evaluation as it 
relates to actual teaching, we must (l) situate teachers in the 
educational "production line"; (2) ascertain what is nredetermined 
"by those other than teachers; (3) take a close look at teaching 
materials and tools and the degree of control professors have over 
their production and the way they are used; (I) measure the actual 
margin of manoeuver in the act of transmitting information to students 
under the real conditions prevailing in given departments, prog-
rams, schedules and options. 

Professors and Course Programs 

The first element that conditions the work of professors in 
their relations with students is the course program. This sets the 
fram.ework in which the teaching is done. ''That kind of input do teach-
ers have in the preparation and production of the program or programs? 

Ever since the Cegeps were set up (this also holds true for 
other levels of education, despite definite differences in the \ini-
versities), professors have participated actively in the elaboration 
and production of course programs (within clearly specified ÎŒO 
guidelines, of course); it should be pointed out that at the time 
the r-TQ was more than happy to avail itself of so much diligent and 
lovr-cost labour. Yet all those who participated in the provincial 
coordinating committees have come to realize over the last few years 
that all powers of intervention and monitoring have escaped them com-
pletely . The '-TQ has acquired the technical means and personnel to 
replace the professors, giving it direct control over this phase of 
the process. To give an example, when the coordinator of the committee 
objected too strortiy to plans prepared and submitted by the ^ Q , he 
or she \:inderwent heav̂ -- pressure or was sumjr.arily revoked, in which case 
the ITQ would unilaterally nam.e a new coordinator without holding an 
election. In fact, the work of the committee was in general controlled 
to such an. extent by '̂EQ civil servants that it was reduced to the 
status of a "sounding board" for MKQ proposals. 

We have to keep in mind that this shift in power didn't simt)ly 
come out of the blue. It would be more accurate to say that it was a 
side-effect of other m.ore profound changes. The whole structure of 
course program development and production has been undergoing a deep 
transformation that is now alm.ost completed. 

The Government has set up an agency called GIPEX (Intenrdnisterial 
Program and Examination Group) that works with both the and the 
ministry of Labour. 
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It is the 0TPF7 that has the mandate to -orenare all of the 
elements that po into the preparation of the programs. It operates 
as follows: 

•^e GIPEX working grouns dart by drawing up job descriptions in 
the various professions and trades. The descriptions provide a very 
detailed picture of all of the duties, actions, seouences of actions, 
behavior and attitudes reauired for the accomplishment of given res-
ponsibilities. These are then reorganized into standard operations. 
All types of secretarial positions, for example, are analyzed in 
term.s of actions, attitudes and behavior, then standardized into the 
basic elements of the course program for secretaries. The analysis is 
so detailed that it deals, believe it or not, with things like how to 
handle a ruler, an era.ser, a typewriter, a sheet of parrier. and so on. 
The same is done (thanks to the GIPEX) for construction m.echanics, 
analytical chemistry, social work, electrical engineering, •nara-leral 
studies, etc... 

' Even*" action is described and broken down, for all -professions and 
trades. Once the elements have been organized, the GTPf"X pinpoints 
"the determinants of each physical and mental stage necessa,ry for the 
accomplishiment of each task" (see Docvir.ent k-12 published by the ÎTO 
in October 1973 on the elaboration of vocational training profiles). 
One might be tempted to think that this method of producing course 
programs applies to the vocational sector only. Not at all! The break-
down into informational elements needed to move from one stape to the 
next in the educational process may not be quite as precise elsewhere, 
but it will certainly be just as neatly circum.scribed by more detailed 
objectives and more observable and measurable learning sequences. So -
the break.down a-nd description will be done there too. We have only to 
think of the fEO's statements in favor of normative French or the at-
tempts to implement corrective French courses broken down and adapted 
to the specific needs of individuals. Or the opinion, shared by the NTQ 
and the Conseil supérieur de l'éducation that philosophy should be es-
sentially an accumulation of data of the various systems of thought. 
Or the importance that the PQ Government attachs to the Quebec Civili-
zation and Economy coxirses advocated by the IvTiite Paper. 

Phase One of course program elaboration therefore consists of 
these breaJcdowns, descriptions and regroupm.ents. Since the relevant 
operations are carried out jointly by the lEQ and the Ministry of Labour, 
they are la,rffely seared to the demands of the job m.arket. 

The next stage is again in the hands of the GIPFX, which elaborates 
on the informational elements related to carrying out each of the duties 
of a job, determ.ines the taxonomic level of each element, and then 
divides up the elements by duty or task. The GIPEX then proceeds with 
the unit by unit modularization of the sets of previously broken down 
data. 
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Once all of this has been done, employees start elaborating 
the course programs themselves. The resxilting programs are then suh-
raitted to a nev mechanism - the program commissions - made up of re-
presentatives of the ministries, industry, the corporations and a 
fev individuals. The commissions occupy the former jurisdiction of 
the coordinating committees. 

In the final phase, the prograjns and program elements are sub-
mitted to the provincial coordinating corcm.ittees, where they are 
to he "readiness-checked" before the transmission phase, or held up 
for minor adjustm.ents. It is not hard to see that professors are not 
very important in prop-ram. production... vinless, of course, they are 
hired on as individuals by the GIPEX to carry out some technical as-
signmient. 

Professors are, however, responsible for transmitting information 
to students within the framework of the coirrse programs. Yet here ae-ain 
m.uch of the organization of their work is in the hands of others. In 
the classroom, the teacher plays a role not iinlike that of a choj-us 
master. 

The Organization of Teaching 

The actual work of teaching in a college is organized through 
specific mechanisms - departments, class groups, sched.ules, etc.. 
The powers of the departments are defined by the Collective Agreement. 
The im.portant things are done "under the authority of the College", 
meaning that in these cases denartments m.ust comply with the policies, 
regxilations and decisions of the college. Clause Î+-Î4.08 of the Collec-
tive Agreement describes these areas as (l) the distribution of teach-
ing duties; (2) the definition of course objectives, the application 
of teaching methods and the establishment of evaluative techniques 
for each course: (3) general responsibility for the giving of courses, 
as veil as for their "content" and "quality". Then there is the list of 
more administrative f\;Lnctions: (it) elaboration of budget requirements; 
(5) administration of the budget; (6) external relations directly connec-
ted to teaching - Dractical outside training, visits, lectures, etc... 
As an independent body, the departmental assembly has only those attri-
butes related to day-to-day operations , teaching staff organization 
and recommendations to be made to the collepie or the Academic Council. • 

(1) The distribution of teaching duties may have a certain im.Dact on 
what is taught and how, insofar as the best-prepared teacher is given 
the right assignment. Even then ,there is the question of adequate 
resources. The college ca.n, however, go over the head of a depart-
m.ent on work assignm.ents, and has done so from tim.e to tim.e (at Piviere-
du-LouD and Limoilou, for example). We can hardly take responsibility 
when it is not us who make the decisions. 

(2) The definition of objectives, application of teaching methods and 
establishment of evaluative techniques: here it is a matter of defininr 
objectives vrithin the confines of our assignments. But what objectiver^ 
can ve define when the courses, programs and academic regulatior.? ^re 



com-nletely out of our hands? The only things that renain are the actual 
teachintT and ada-ntation of the material.' Our objectives are therefore 
limited to the latter. 

In addition to the above, even the Questions of methodology are 
placed imder the authority of the college. Finally, and also "under 
the authority of the College" (ie. in conformity with the vishes of 
the college), the departments are res-^onsible for seeing that the 
courses are assigned and given, and have to "ensure their quality and 
their contents". The departments are told, "Po exactly vhat the Î-'EO, 
the ministry of Labour and the Collepe have decided, organized, planned 
and evaluated...". Then they vant us to assum.e resnonsibility for 
everything - vhich is vhat is m.eant by "the nuality of education". 
That's asking a bit much.' 

(3) PesTDonsibility for seeing that courses are given and for their 
"content" and "quality". If ve look a little closer, ve are justified 
in vondering if the departments can really have an effect on the vay 
a student moves along in his or her schooling. On the total number of 
hoiirs of contact between professors and students in the classroom, for 
instance? \-rho has the say over the course blocks of the "Tronc commun"? 
The blocks of the concentrations? The college-specific or complementary 
blocks, especially since the CLESEC report? 

As for schedules, courses and academic regulations, we clearly do 
not have m.uch input here. We are not the ones vho form the homogeneous 
or heterogeneous class groups (male-female, general-vocational) or 
arrange their schedules. 

Last but not least, there is the direct teacher-student contact in 
the classroom. This means a lot,but in a vay very little too. 

On a day-to-day basis, ve have quite a bit of leevay in methodo-
logy, "some" leevay in our "comments" on the content of the courses 
and programs (unless a teachers decides not to follov the program, 
thereby exposing him or herself to disciplinary measures); ve have no 
leevay at all in terms of academic regulations, the vay they affect 
a students progress through the school system, or the master schedules. 

Under such circumstances, vould professor X from college Y be 
villing to take on all of the onus for the "quality of education'' in 
general, or for the complete education of an individual student? 

College-level teachers deal vith students vho have been condition-
ed by at least fifteen (15) years of socialization and eleven (ll) 
years of schooling. Kov many hours of contact can there be betveen a 
professor and any one of these students d\iring their tvo or three years 
of collepie? Kov much responsibility can a teacher take on for the 
training and influences such students vinder̂ ip? 

If ve rule out responsibility in that sense, vhat ^ the objective 
of teacher evaluation? 
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- Are the evaluations to determine if a nrofessor is competent enough 
to convey the content of the propram to students? It vould appear that 
the universities have already looked into this before conferrinp- their 
degrees, or the college before recognizing business or industria-l ex-
nerience. 

- 'Perhaps they are out to test a teacher's personal ability to mahe 
students laugh or cry or to disturb, nove or motivat'e them? Ifo until 
nov, colleges have never openly required ''qualifications" of this 
sort. If ve a.re not mistaken, teachers are hired first and foremost 
to convey course ria,terial. Tt goes vithout saying tha.t no one should 
go out of their way to be boring, but no one shoul.d be out comDetins 
for an*Oscar eitherI 

The "teacher-class group" relationship also de-nends a great deal 
on the conDosition of the class group. Teachers have no say in this 
at all, vhethe.r it be the subject dealt vith, the day of the veek or 
the time, the mandator>'' or optional nature of the subject or course, 
the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the group.... At this level of the 
educational system, vhere there is no legal obligation to go to school, 
motivation has to come more from the students that from, any "living 
theatre" type situation. 

- Could it be that teacher evaluation is aimed at fostering more criti-
cla thinking about -orevailing values and social conformity, so that 
students will be more alert to the reality of the majority in society? 
This would hardly seem to be the case if we can judge by the trustee-
ships imposed on colleges like Limoilou, the inquiries and investiga-
tions (t'ontmorency) and the drives for evaluation (Joliette, St-Jean). 

- Or could it be that evaluation IS intended to do Quite the ODDosite, 
to test teachers' willingness to conform? Conform to what? 

- to the kind of education we find in the programs developed by 
the GIPEX? 

- to the objectives of the college, the 1^0 and the Ministry of Labour? 

- to prevailing values and social pressures that keep people in line? 

- to the kind of behavior and attitudes that the colleges, the I-̂EO and 
the ruling class think that professors should exemplify? 

- conformity in the comments, criticisms and information that inevitably 
goes along with delivering course content? 

- conformity to the "product specifications" of the "consumers" (in 
particular the Conseil du Patronat du Quebec) on the job market? 

If our latter hyrîothesis is the right one, is it really possible 
even to refer to evaluation and the "ouality of education" in the spjr.e 
sentence? 
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VJhy Nov? 

Considerinp everything that has been said above and, the concrete 
exnerience that all of us can add as teachers, the most defendable 
explanation of the Dresent drive for evaluation seems to be the 
followinp: 

- Under nressure from business and the ,iob situation, the .'•TIO has 
redefined the objectives of collégial education (the Nadeau and 
GTX Reports and the VThite Paper). 

- The has followed other countries in borrowing the enpineerins; 
model for -Drop-ram developm.ent and production vith direct control 
over the profiles and the contents. 

- The '̂̂ O has set UTD its ovm program commissions to "evaluate its 
programs" in terms of "its'" ob.iectives for the training of workers, 
technicians a.nd majiagement personnel. 

- The >T0 and the Ministry of Labour have moved to measure "program, 
efficiency" on the .iob market by evaluating graduates vho have 
found ,iobs ("Operation ;^elance, interviews, investigations...). 

- TTie '•TO wants to establish a means of making sure that professors 
don't become a monkey wrench on the "assembly line". It wants ' 
teachers to do exactly what is expected of them. 

There is not much room here , for serious talk of the "ouality of 
education", the development of critical or scientific thinking or 
increased awareness of the way the working majority lives. 

Is this how the ?TQ and the Ministry of Labour want us to see to 
it that students have the opportmity to gain an understanding of the 
organization of society, nolitics and the workworld they are about to 
enter? 

Nov that it seems that our "bosses" are getting out the tape measures 
to see if we fit their expectations, it is our right to resist and our 
duty to defend the academic and political freedom so essential to 
democracy. We have to. defend the right to the unhampered exchange of 
ideas and otiinions. In this respect, there is nothing to convince us that 
a personnel director cum lawyer is the right person to make judgements 
on the "quality of education". We don't want any accountant-minded 
Rcadem.ic deans or assistant supervisors doing it either. 

We r.ay not control the way our work is organized, but we do know 
that we have a right to work, to think and to express our opinions. 
VJe don't need any yardsticks for that. We will, however, have to be 
nrepared to stand our groxind on this issue. 

If we sim,ply look the other way and let the authorities institue 
evaluation, we will be accenting a system of judgements, division, and 
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perhar.?; even "backstabVinK and suspicion aronft ourselves. If that 
is in the interest of anyone, it certainly isn't educational vrorkers. 
;\jiyone lookinp for striking exarnles of vhat it means to "'step on" a 
colleaerue in order to "step UB" a notch on the vare scale should look 
at collepe cadre and irianapers and the t^rovincial civil servants since 
Bill 50 vas adoTîted. (Translator ' s Note: The official French_^slopan 
is "S'evaluer pour ^̂ voluer''. In French "évoluer" inea-ns both "'to evolve" 
and "to r.ove", including; uward. Hence the play on vords). 

Evaluation and Joh .Security 

"any -oro-oonents of evaluation say that it vould only apply to 
untenured professors. if the" distinction vasn't already had enoufrh: 
But evaluation is also linked to the "ouality of education", and vho is 
to say that each and every professor should not he submitted to some 
kind of "ouality control"? What mipht happen to teachers vho are con-
sidered '"too stable" because they have been givinp the same course for 
seven or eight years, or "too unstable" because they chanpe courses 
every semester? In the likely event of a surplus of teaching personnel, 
hov do ve knov that arg\anents like that vouldn't make an excellent 
excuse to fire people? 

If a college decides to develop its ovn institutional objectives 
as a result of institutional analysis, vill processors be obliged to 
comply with then, and vhat vill happen to them if they refuse? 

Accepting evaluation amounts to accepting that professors voiild 
be permanently under reviev. Tenure and job security vould be rendered 
meaningless. After all, ve vould be faced vith a nev reauirement -
being a "good" teacher as defined by our employers.' 

As teachers, ve are salaried employees vho have no control^over the 
tools of our trade (course programs),the organization of teaching, 
and teaching/learning conditions. It is not up to us to take on the 
responsibilities of those vho make the decisions and organize our vork. 
T?or should ve submit to being evaluated so that thg:̂  can find out vhether 
or not jiheix vork is giving the desired results. 

Society around us is faced vith economic problems, of vhich endemic 
unemployment is simultaneously a sign and a safety valve. Under no 
circumstances can ve accept vinemploym.ent as a fact of life. Everyone 
should be able to earn a living, and ever̂ '•one should be e-uaranteed^the 
right to vork at a job they are suited for. This is one of the social 
dem.ands that the r.S.N. has been raisinr for a long time. 

T-Je have to ask ourselves as members of a vorkers'i organization ̂  if 
ve can in all conscience go along vith the same educational objectives 
as the capitalists. If the ansver is no, then ve can't accept the idea 
of being evaluated according to their criteria. VJhich doesn't mear. that 
v:e shouldn't have a closer look at vhat they vant to evaluate and 
vhat the effects of this vould be. 
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VTiat Do Tl-iey Intend to Fvaluate? 

Pin-pointing the objectives of evaluation is also a' neans of ' 
identifying its ultimate poals and true significance. •.•Tien people 
talk about evaluating teachers, they are usually referring to their 
knovledge of their sutject, their teaching abilities, their behavior 
and their ideological orientation. 

There is no doubt that one of the objectives is to ensure that 
teachers "know their subject". The problem is that there are already 
several gaiarantees of this: a teacher's degree is supposed to a.ttest 
to his or her nastery of the subject to be tauscht (if this were nĉ t 
the case, vhy vould decrees be a precondition for hiring?): for teachers 
without defrrees, experience is reouired as proof of competence before 
they are taken on. In addition to these two safep:uards, a professor's 
grasp of his or her discipline is tested during the hiring process. It 
seens rather unlikely that someone who vas competent at the time they 
were hired would suddenly forget everything they had learned. Yet the 
questionnaires that various administrations (see Appendix A) are asking' 
their students to fill out do raise this Question. How can students who 
are new to a discipline seriously be expected to be competent to judge 
a professor who has {generally been teaching the subject for several years? 
Any evaluation of a professor's grasp of his or her subject m.atter is 
ouite superfluous. 

The second thing that is frequently sine-led out . is teaching ability. 
It is also one of the most difficult things to evaluate, since it implies 
that a professor's ability to transmit information to his or her students 
can be satisfactorily measured. Yet everyone knows that the classroom 
is only one of the channels for acquiring knovledge. There are m.any other 
ways in v̂ hich individuals are informed and influenced. Television, for 
instance, takes UP three hours per day for the average Ouebecer according 
to conservative estimantes. Has anyone tried to define the impact of the 
radio, the constaJit onslaught of advertisements or the buzzing, blooming 
confusion that reigns in the polyvalent schools and colleges? There are 
not many experts who vould claim to be able to measure everything an in-
dividual learns, or even to measure the efficiency of one of the many 
tools in the learning process. Even if we don't take the factors external 
to the schools into consideration, it has to be remiembered that a student 
encounters a long string of courses and teachers that sometimes complement 
each other and som.etimes compete. And let's not forget how often we have 
been told that education is a "long term investment" with effects that 
caiî only be properly assessed much later in life J How then can the 
quality of one of the conveyors of information really be measured 
while the process is still underway? 

To evaluate the teaching abilities of a professor is also to 
take a first step toward evaluating his or her "efficiency''. Are we 
to ret\irn to the days of lore vhen a '"good" professor was one with 
the highest class averages, whose students got the best marks in the 
provincial examinations? Are we to go back to the era of the Classical 
Colleges with their baccalaureates? Of course, that still exists in 
more subtle forms. All of the colleges are rated bv the universities 
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for admission Durposes. /Anyone who takes the tine to ro throuph the 
V.Tiite Paper can see how the proDosed Conseil des Collèges could 
well take on the role of evaluatinfa; the colleges (and thereby their 
teachers). Are we heading for fllO examinations that would test the 
knowledge of students from one school in relation to another and the 
relative knowledste of their professors to come up with a score for 
the iDrofessors and the schools on the basis of their efficiency? 
f-'ayhe someone will have the bright idea of tying salaries to effi-
ciency, as if such exploitative conceptions of work weren't under 
fire everwhere else. 

The tendency is a dangerous one, but not completely imaginary 
if we extend the present trend toward the modularization of programs 
to the point where little bits of information capsulized for trans-
mission night make a perfect m.eans of evaluating a professor's 
teaching abilities. Some of us m.ight become "specialists" in a course 
on the 1837-38 rebellion, others in Newton's Lav of Gravitv, and so on. 
If you think that this looks like bad science ^iction, you should have 
a look at some of the work being done by CADRE and the GIPFX. Som.e of 
the coincidences are enough to make one wonder.... 

The fact is that we have less and less control over the organization 
of our own work. \Je have already talked about the programs, where our 
input is nil (or next to nil in the case of some of the general education 
courses); we don't choose the facilities we have to work in, we can't 
always choose our teaching hours., and we can't arrange students' schedules 
so tha.t teaching can be done under the best physical and psychological 
conditions possible; nor do we have much input into teaching aids and 
audio-visual equipment. In other words, about the only thing professors 
are left with in terns of real responsibility is themselves. Even there, 
of course, there are limits - we don't have to be graduates in psycho-
logy to realize that no one is born in an Ivor;/ Tower and grows up free 
of all outside infl\iences. In concliision, since so mmch of what enters 
into their work is beyond their control (without even mentioning the fact 
that students are autonomous individuals who can and sometimes do reject 
the information offered to them), teachers can hardly be evaluated for 
their efficiency. Before such a thing becom.es possible, someone will 
have to invent hitherto unknown methods of evaluating the totality of 
the things that make up a student's voyage along the stony path toward 
Knowledge. 

fi final point on this subject. What is this Knowledge that every-
one is talking about? For some years now F.N.E.O. has been analyzing 
the forerunners of the VThite Paper on Collégial Education and shown to 
what extent the owners of Capital have been trying to have their way 
in the definition of learning objectives. With every little factory 
owner submitting his n-necifications for would-be employees, evaluation 
on the basis of efficiency would amount to teachers being evaluated a.s 
good or bad "oroducers of labour power for the local boss. Is that the 
kind of autonomy and the kind of fut\ire we are striving for? 
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Have You Been Behavinp: Properly Lately? 

So far, ve have concluded that continuous evaluation of the 
knowledge of a nractising teacher is unnecessary, and that it is 
impossible to rate teacher efficiency. VJe have still to consider the 
problem of behavior - what sone would refer to as the human Qualities 
of a teacher, his or her ability to fit into the departmental collec-
tive... Indeed, the most enthusiastic supporters of evaluation among 
•Drofessors are those who want to choose the people they are goins: to 
work with (the choice is in fact already made at the time of hiring). 
As for the other kinds of selection, and the times at which some people 
would like to see them applied, we should be as suspicious of them 
as we are of certain initiation ceremonies or the entrance examination 
of a medieval guild. 

Why? Because nothing is quite as subjective as judgements on peoDle's 
behavior. VThose standards are to be used to assess other people's modes 
of communication: one person might be considered too strict because they 
are timid and secretive, another frivolous if he or she happens to open 
up easily: another who talks too much in departmental meetings might be 
judged garrulous and shallow, while the silent type might be accused of 
being too guarded or opinionless. Nor is it a secret that som.e professors 
are slighted for being too involved in their union, or too familiar 
with students, or too off-handed in class. By the" time we are involved 
in discussions of this sort, we are not far from piling into the per-
sonal life of '>'r.X or î'rs.Y (a number of the evaluation questionnaires 
do just that). 

I 

It is worth mentioning that there have been cases of teabhers being 
poorly evaluated because of the way they dress, or fired from a private 
college because they are divorced, or put down in the little black book 
for beins "impolite" toward their head of department. There have even 
been cases in which professors got negative evaluations from their col-
leagues for refusing to attend parties organized by their department or 
the college.' Now who is to say what constitutes an acceptable norm 
in the wonderful world of behavior and attitudes? Who can define exact-
ly what "fitting into the life of the department" means? None of us, we 
hope, pines for the day when the colleges will be staffed by people 
dressed in the same clothes, using the same words and gestures and 
living in identical houses on Teachers Lane. Ml of this is very fer 
removed from the principles of freedom, and autonomy that society so 
loudly proclaims. 

/jiother factor that can weigh heavily on someone-'s evaluation is 
ideology. In som.e cases, a colleague may be seen as too political in 
class or in conversation. People may worry that such a person might 
use the classroom to a,ttack their ways of thinking and living. In other 
cases, it's just the opposite - a social science professor viewed as 
somewhat behind the times may be told that he or she should be dealing 
more with recent ideologies, since his or her courses prevent the 
students from evolving and undermine the efforts of the other teachers. 
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V'e know the logic of this kind of intolerance - there is one 
truth, one way of looking at things, and those vho don't agree are 
forever damned. It is especially surprising to find attitudes like this 
in the vorld of education, since knowledge should be the archenemy of 
prejudice. Teachers vho forget this would do well to reflect on clause 
2-1.08 of our proposed draft collective agreement: ''The College will 
not exercise, directly or indirectly, constraints, threats, discrimi-
nation or unjust distinctions ap-ainst a professor because of his or 
her race, ethnic origin, nationality, beliefs, sex. state of pregnancy, 
opinions, union status or activities, the exercise of his or her aca-
demic, democratic and ideologica.1 freedom, language, or the exercise 
of a right or fulfillment of an obligation acknowledged or imposed 
bv the present collective agreement or the law". 

.''-t the Bottom of it m 

.̂sTien looked at in the context of "the Government's plans for the 
Hegeps", in which evaluations of anything ajid everj'iihing would be going: 
on daily in the colleges, there is a real danger that teacher evaluation 
might turn into a permanent review of professors' status. The Govern-
ment talks about evaluating the students, the professors and the programs, 
and turning over all of the data to the Conseil des Collèges, which, 
coincidentally enough, is also supposed to make recommendations to the 
ÎTO on budget priorities for the three- or five-year plans... Lo and 
behold, the free competition so cherished in the capitalist system, will 
henceforth,be allowed to operate between the colleges I Simultaneously, 
and just as coincidentally, the colleges are becoming ever so concerned 
about evalua.ting their personnel in terms of the quality of education. 
It would appear that having a "good reputation" is not just an idle 
preoccupation. 

The new twist in evaluation is that a.11 professors, tenured and 
untenured, will be put to the test. Nothing will be spared to save the 
college's image. For untenured professors who get bad marks, the solution 
is simple; for tenured professors, the î'inister has come up with another 
simple solution - professional development. 

So far, so pood, one might be tempted to say. But what is goins to 
ha.ppen in the near future when student enrollment drops dramatically? 
Wh.at will become of the "qualifications normally required"' for someone 
vho wants to use the job security m.echanisms to take UP an available 
workload elsewhere? Can we sit by and watch the authorities usher in 
an era of suspicion and rivalry between colleges whipped UP by the de-
cline in the number of teaching jcbs, with teachers saying, ''l'y senio-
rity is the same as yours, but I'm a better teacher..'."? 

vmion organization can possibly accept such a perspective. The 
C.S.'̂ y. itself is waging a campaign based on the rirht to work. Fvalu-
ation is a negation of this right. Fveryone should have the right to 
have a job, to adapt to it, and to fulfill themselves by adapting 
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their vork to their OV,TI needs and abilities. Any forn of discrimination 
must be rejected, above all if it ar̂ .ounts to depriving people of their 
unalienable rip:ht to vork. 

Fvaluation leads inescapably to elitism and beckstabbing. Workers 
in nrivate industry are even nov vaging a battle against contract vork 
which pushes for suDernroductivity and inevitably involves certain 
forns of evaluation and tattling (so and so is sloving me down 
and nreventing me from getting my bonuses). This is hardly the time 
to exfose ourselves to the perils of evaluation in the education system. 

Foually unacceptable is the possibility that our employers could 
use the evaluation mechanisms to broaden the very management and admin- -
istrative rights ve are trying to restrict as much as possible via our 
collective agreements. With evaluation, a college administration acouires 
the pover to submit its personnel to an ongoing reviev - vhenever it 
concludes (or better still, has an employee's colleagues conclude) that 
an individual is not up to the standards of the institution, the latter's 
,]ob is in danger, ''•'hat a godsend for an employer, particularly vhen a 
little encouragement of corporatist and elitism sentiments succeeds 
in getting the victims involved in the dirty vjork of judging each other! 

It is som.ewhat ironic that there should be so much talk of evalu-
ation and the quality of education vhen it is common knowledge that 
the atm.osDhere of supervision and insecurity inherent in evaluation is 
highly detrimental to good work perform.ance. The \jlterior motives must 
be very strong indeed to justify so much insistance'. 

The motives are strong, but they are not academic. They are economic. 
Education costs have to be cut, and Education Minister Jacques-Yvan 
I'orin maJ-ies no secret of it in his vmite Paper. This is why declining 
student enrollm.ent has given rise to plans for the regionalization of 
the ontions. This is also the rationale behind the idea of making the 
colleges accountable for the operations to "society" (nam.ely those 
who run it). 

The Minister has also spelled out a few ideas on what he calls 
"a real iDolicy on teacher training and professional development for 
college faculty", after declaring that "it will be necessary to estab-
lish evaluation services which, while remaining optional, will be in 
compliance with public standards and dispensed by agencies which are 
themselves accountable to broader authorities: an example of this would 
be an independent and reputable body to evaluate the institutions end 
what they are doing: official commissions with the necessary expertise 
for evaluating programs; academic authorities at the college and depart-
mental level to evaluate professors and their teaching: and individual 
professors or groups of professors to evaluate the work of the students". 

CADRE'S justification for the considerable sums of money it has 
received from thie ^TO over the last few years has been the theme of 
efficiency camouflaged behind the "S'évaluer pour évoluer" slogan. 
The first step would be optional evaluation (of all stages) leading 
to an assessment of the diplomas, the colleges, the professors... 
and students. 
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Students and Professors 

In the nediiOT term, students vill also'be affected by the evaluation 
of their nrofessors. The Government's plans in this respect are there 
in black and vhite in its policy paper. The \:hite Paper' states that 
at the present time, the f-TO is unable to determine the exact value of 
the diplomas it authorizes because the colleges control their ovn ac-
tivities, and that the real evaluation of students occurs on the 
,iob market according; to the criterias of the market itself. If the 
ultimate goal of all of those years of school and training is, in the 
eyes of the fTO, no more than success in getting a .job, the Vhite 
Paper is consistent in advocating cutting,back, concentrating and 
adapting: education and students to the demands of the market. It also 
sta,tes that Ouebec needs a "manpower" policy. This kind of reductionism 
(to the limited and utilitarian expectations of business) in the con-
ception of the sort of education future workers should receive is com-
pletely incompatible with the ob.iectives put fonmrd by a union organi-
zation devoted to defendinf? workers' interests. 

''eanwhile, the fEO pushes ahead with its plans to set up its 
mechanisms of supervision and evaluation, of which teacher evaluation 
is but a part. /-Iready on the ÎTO drawing board are the various tools 
for evaluatinp, rating and hierarchizing the colleges. This is supposed 
to permit the ''KO to judge the value of its diplomas (they are prepared 
to go as far as refusing to grant the provincial to students from 
a college that doesn't comply with the norms). Fo students too will be 
subject to. and products of, the sane hierarchy. They vill be juds-ed 
and evaluated for the job m.arket and for ongoing studies in university. 
So much for the province-wide value of the DECI How can anyone pretend 
that this kind of school system would work in the direction of democrat-
ization and eaual opportunity? ŷ nd, one wonders, how will the private 
colleges and" the stiidents coming out of them be rated in relation to 
the Cegeps? 

Likewise, if one professor is evaluated as being "better" than 
another, the former's students will also be considered better than the 
others - after all, either we're important to the ouality of education 
or we're not' Students who think that teacher evaluation is necessary 
.have in fa,ct in mind a double evaluation that they see as in their 
interest: the professor's evaluation of them, and another evaluation 
of the professor who evaluates his or her students (thereby balancing 
out the professor's original evalua,tion). 

Ve tend to think that by supporting teacher evaluation, students 
are pursuing a reasonable end by the tn-ong means. If students are 
looking for improved teaching both in terms of content and teacher-
student relationships, we're with them all the wav. Ve support the 
idea of a broad education open to the realities of the majority, an 
education and à learning process that provides the knowhow not only 
for earning your living (while running the risk of losing your life) 
— but also for understanding and judging the way society produces and 
serves its members, an educat ion that prepares people for getting 
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together and acting to bring social organization into line with the 
needs of the working majority. On this whole question, we must be 
prepared to take up the debate with students on how best to prevent 
their education from making them into mere tools in the production 
process. We also have to be prepared to sit down with them and take 
a look at the content, form and objectives of the study programs de-
veloped by the GIPEX and the MEQ, and to discuss with them our own 
objectives in the area of education. In the course of this exchange, 
it will be easier for us to get students to understand the role, the 
meaning and the ultimate repercussions of the evaluation of professors. 

Tn our view, students vould be wrone to identify themselves vith 
the objectives of the 'TO, the "inistn' of Industr:/ end Coînmerce and 
the ''inistry of Labour. Yet their positions on teacher evaluation 
objectively lend support to the flJO, which intencfe to supervise and 
evaluate Drofessors to nake sure that they stick to its programs and 
objectives. The implications for students should be obvious. 

ûll we can ss.y is that the propaganda of the Governnent and the 
business community must have been very effective. Not only have students 
lost sight of the fact that the whole selection process operates so as 
to limit access to the colleges (only 25*̂  of all primary level students 
reach college), not to mention the other hurdles•imposed by the auota 
system for the options; students even seem to have accepted the official 
j usti'Ti cat ions : the Ouebec worker is imderproductive, .you have to be 
Qualified in order to succeed ("qualified" meaning ready to meet the 
reouirements of the entrepreneurs), the programs have to reflect this, 
professors have to follow the programs, and there has to be stiff com-
petition between students so that the employers ^ d the universities 
will have no trouble in identifying and recruting the "cream of the crop" 

Tt is worth remembering who gains from this kind of eliminatory 
process that reduces the excess of graduates on the work market who are 
less inclined to accept poor salaries and bad working conditions. Any 
form of teacher evaluation that we might let pass would result direct-
ly in a constant weeding out of students. We would have do to it to be. 
rated as "good" teachers. "Tie only possible effect wotild be to dis-
courage many students from continuing their studies. .All of which is 
completely incompp.tible with any attempt to continue the democratiza-
tion of education. It is difficxilt to believe that the majority of 
students could agree with the view of their futvire held by busines,s 
and the Government if they fully understood that the powers that be 
are planninc^ to drill them into efficient, docile production robots, 
'"eachers who feel that academic freedom is a precondition for an edu-
cation that is open, critical, serious and fruitful must also be 
opposed to an evaluation system that would make them accomplices in 
pettinpc students to knuckle under to the reouirements of business and 
the Ptate. 

In no way do we want to become glorified m.anpower agents. These ere 
the thinps we want to discuss with students. The debate cannot help 
but be beneficial to all. 
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In Conclusion: The Fipht is Far From Over 

Ve hone that ve have succeeded in'denonstrating that the eva-
luation of -Drofessors is \m,iustifiable frob sny point of view. Our 
own ob.iectives in the realm of educational organization and content 
flagrantly contradict those of the entrepreneurs and politicians 
who are out to impose evaluation, and whose very occupations say 
a lot about the unavowed motives behind the evaluation campaign. 
There is simply no ground for agreement. 

In comdnp monthes (a.nd during the next round of negotis-tions ) 
ve have to be nrenared to fight on this question, particularly in 
view of the fact that the evaluation drive is going on at more than 
one level of the governmental and business apparatus. Ve reject any 
evaluation carried out by our colleagues (despite the tem.pting idea 
that this might give us some control over the process). Even if we 
did succeed in winning a few concessions, their objectives being 
what they are, there is no doubt that the college administrations 
would eventually get their way by instituting a himdred and one means 
of keeping a.n eye on us. They are already doing it in several colleges, 
and their persistence last year in Joliette shows that they really 
miean business. Once the evaluation mechanisms have been set up, they 
know full well that they have everything they need to make it work in 
their interest . 

looking forward to the com.ing round of negotiations, we have to 
think seriously about reinforcing our grievance and arbitration 
m.echanisras. Since it seems certain that our departmental guarantees 
will come into play, we will have to consolidate them and try to in-
crease departmental autonomy. Thirdly, we will have to see to it that 
we have as much control as possible over professional development, 
which is the only means by which a professor who is conscious of some 
weakness in his or her backgromd can do something about it without 
prejudice of one sort or another. That is the way it has been, and 
that is the way we want it to remain. We don't want our administrations 
using the fact that a professor has turned to professional development 
as a sign of incompetence, or taking the opposite approach of trying 
to malce professional development mandatory. This is precisely the trap 
they are trying to get us into by linking evaluation and professional 
development (see the V/hite Paper) through highly structured programs 
like PF̂ FOP'''/s that the ^̂ F0 can find any number of ways of controlling. 

We also want to strengthen our relations with other workers. In 
the colleges the other categories of employees are already well ac-
quainted with the many forms, facets and pitfalls of evaluation (in 
which we have sometimes had the misfortune to participate as evaluators 
in the past). likewise, as we noted earlier, workers in private industry 
have often had to fight against the various forms of evaluation that are 
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in store for us (productivity control, contract vork, evaluation >y 
fellow workers, etc.). By looking at the experience of other workers, 
we will readily realize that the stakes are high and that we can't 
afford to pive in. 

> 

The- Government we will be negotiating with has already enacted 
Bill 50 to impose the merit system of pronotion on provincial civil 
servants. Is that going to be our future? It all depends on us. 

^ecornmendations : 

V/HEPEAS evaluation constitutes a threat to the right to work; 

V'KFPE^S we, as teachers, do not control the organization of our work: 

V'HEPF'IR our responsibility is extremely limited given the concrete 
conditions under which teaching is done; 

^A'HEPKAS the threat inherent in evalua.tion challenges our job security 
s.nd our sense of imion solidarity; 

V?HFPKAF! many forms of evalimtion have discriminatory implications: 

It is recommended: 
7 

1. That member unions reject evaluation in ajiy of its guises, put a.n 
end to any evaluatory practices now in effect, and resist any attem.pts 
to establish new mechanisms of evaluation whatever these may be. 

2. That F.N.E.O. seek teacher and union autonomy in the area of 
Drofessional development during the approaching contract negotiations. 

3. That the reinforcement of our grievance and arbitration mechanisms 
be one of our priorities during contract negotiations. 

1+. That there be a debate on the pertinence of teacher participation 
in the provincial coordinating committees. 

5. That the general assemblies be asked to take a position on a united 
approach with students at the local level and on objectives common 
to both students and professors with respect to the question of 
evaluation. 

6. That m.ember unions weigh the possibility of taking the 
steps necessary to put Proposition 1 into effect. 
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Note On Appendices: At the time of printing, no English-
language samples of evaluation questionnaires and the 
other documents were available. Readers are therefore 
requested to consult the French original (Nouveau Pouvoir, 
janvier 1979). Local unions may have similar documents 
that they could circulate. 
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